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Abstract—Particle Filters (PFs) are Sequential Monte Carlo
methods which are widely used to solve filtering problems of dy-
namic models under Non-Linear Non-Gaussian noise. Modern PF
applications have demanding accuracy and run-time constraints
that can be addressed through parallel computing. However, an
efficient parallelization of PFs can only be achieved by effectively
parallelizing the bottleneck: resampling and its constituent redis-
tribution step. A pre-existing implementation of redistribute on
Shared Memory Architectures (SMAs) achieves O(N
T
log2N) time
complexity over T parallel cores. This redistribute implemen-
tation is, however, highly computationally intensive and cannot
be effectively parallelized due to the inherently limited number
of cores of SMAs. In this paper, we propose a novel parallel
redistribute on OpenMP 4.5 which takes O(N
T
+log2N) steps and
fully exploits the computational power of SMAs. The proposed
approach is up to six times faster than the O(N
T
log2N) one and
its implementation on GPU provides a further three-time speed-
up vs its equivalent on a 32-core CPU. We also show on an
exemplary PF that our redistribution is no longer the bottleneck.
Index Terms—Parallel Particle Filters, Shared Memory Archi-
tectures, OpenMP, Resampling, Redistribute.
I. INTRODUCTION
P article Filters (PFs) are a well-established family ofalgorithms to perform state estimations of a dynamic
model, given a stream of measurements. The filtering technique
consists of using an arbitrary proposal distribution to draw
N samples (i.e. particles) which approximate the probability
density function (pdf) of the state of the model. The application
domain is then vast and diverse since it can range, for example,
from positioning [1] to economics [2] and risk analysis [3].
Modern applications of PFs have demanding accuracy con-
straints which can be met in several ways: one could increase
the number of particles [4] or could apply more sophisticated
proposal distributions [5] or use more measurements if possible
[6]. Applying any of these solutions, however, is likely to
significantly slow down the run-time which could also become
even more problematic if the constraint on the measurement
rate is strict. In order to meet the run-time constraints without
losing accuracy, PFs need to employ parallel computing [7].
PFs are parallelizable but deriving an efficient parallelization
is not trivial. The resampling step, which is used to handle
the particle degeneracy [8], is notoriously hard to parallelize.
This is due to the problems encountered in parallelizing the
constituent redistribute step whose textbook implementation
achieves O(N) time complexity on one core. One could
also use a Multi-PF approach which, however, has accuracy,
scalability and applicability limitations as shown in [9]–[11].
In [12], redistribution was parallelized in a fully-balanced
fashion using divide-and-conquer to recursively sort and split
the particles. Since [12] uses Bitonic Sort log2N times, the
achieved time complexity is O((log2N)3) (not O((log2N)2)
as claimed in [12]). In [13], the time complexity has been
reduced to O((log2N)2) by proving that sort is only needed
once. In [14] [15], the same idea is ported from MapReduce
to MPI. Here, as in [12]–[15], we consider N to be fixed.
While sort is required on Distributed Memory Architec-
tures (DMAs), it is optional on Shared Memory Architectures
(SMAs) as it can be substituted with N Binary Searches. This
idea was implemented in [4], optimized in [16] and applied to
different resampling schemes in [17]. The time complexity is
O(NT log2N) for T parallel cores. Since N could be large, due
to demanding accuracy constraints [4], modern SMAs cannot
provide enough cores to optimally perform redistribution.
In this paper, we want to redesign the redistribute paral-
lelization in order to optimize the time complexity and fully
exploit the computational power of the modern CPU/GPU.
The programming model we use is OpenMP 4.5 as it can be
straightforwardly configured to work on either CPU or GPU.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
II we give information about SMAs and OpenMP. In Section
III, we briefly describe PFs and redistribute and their parallel
implementation on SMAs. In Section IV, we introduce our
novel redistribute. In Section V, we provide numerical results
on an exemplary PF on both CPU and GPU. In Section VI, we
draw our conclusions and give suggestions for future work.
II. SHARED MEMORY ARCHITECTURES
SMAs are a type of parallel system which are fundamen-
tally different to DMAs. In these architectures, the cores can
simultaneously access the same memory which can be used to
share information between the threads.
The main advantage over DMAs is therefore fast communi-
cation between the cores since SMAs achieve this by simply
reading from/writing to the system-wide shared memory. On
the other hand, SMAs have two main disadvantages relative
to DMAs: memory access increases with the number of cores
and the largest systems that use DMAs are bigger than the
largest that use SMAs alone.
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Any shared memory API is suitable for this research. We
choose OpenMP for its simple and intuitive syntax which
makes it one of the most popular programming models for
SMAs. OpenMP applies the fork-join model to set up T
parallel threads which are uniquely identified by an id ∈ Z.
Once created, the threads can concurrently execute bodies of
instructions which are coded within directives for the compiler
called pragmas. OpenMP also supports “reduction” operations
and provides a SIMD clause for explicit vectorization [18].
For the purposes of this paper, we prefer OpenMP 4.5 which
is the first OpenMP release to support mainstream CPUs and
GPU offload. We use Clang 7.0 as in [19].
III. PARTICLE FILTERS
A wide range of PF methods exist. In this section, we
briefly explain Sequential Importance Resampling (SIR) PF
whose pseudo-code is described by Algorithm 1. A detailed
explanation can be found in [8] [9].
Algorithm 1 SIR Particle Filter
Input: TPF , N , N∗
Output: ft
1: x0,w0 ← Initialize(), x0 ∼ p(x0) and wi0 ← 1N ∀i
2: for t← 1; t ≤ TPF ; t← t+ 1 do
3: Yt ← New Measurement()
4: xt,wt ←Importance Sampling(), see (1) and
(2)
5: w̃t ← Normalize(wt), see (3)
6: Neff ← ESS(w̃t), see (4)
7: if Neff < N∗ then perform Resampling
8: ncopies← MVR(w̃t), Minimum Variance
Resampling
9: xt ← Redistribute(N,ncopies,xt)
10: wt ← Reset(wt), wit ← 1N ∀i
11: end if
12: ft ← Mean(xt), see (7)
13: end for
Algorithm 2 Sequential Redistribute (S-R)
Input: N , ncopies, x, base
Output: xnew
1: i← base, j ← 0, base must be 0 on a single core run
2: while i < N do
3: for k ← 0; k < ncopiesj ; k ← k + 1 do
4: xinew ← xj
5: i← i+ 1
6: end for
7: j ← j + 1
8: end while
A. SIR Particle Filter
PFs employ the Importance Sampling (IS) principle to make
Bayesian inferences on the state Xt ∈ RM of a dynamic
model. To do that, N statistically independent particles xt ∈
RN×M are drawn from a user-defined proposal distribution
q(xt|xt−1) at every given iteration t. The population of parti-
cles represents the pdf of the state of the model. Each particle
xit is then assigned an unnormalized importance weight w
i
t,
such that the array of weights wt ∈ RN gives information on
which particle best resembles the true Xt. Details of how to
proceed at each time step follow.
A new measurement Yt ∈ RD is collected at each time step
t. In SIR Filter, the particles are initially generated from the
prior distribution q(x0) = p(x0) and then sampled from the
proposal distribution as follows:
xit ∼ q(xit|xit−1,Yt) (1)














The particles, however, suffer from a phenomenon called
degeneracy which (within a few iterations) makes all weights
but one decrease towards 0. This is because the variance of
the weights is proven to increase at every iteration [8] [9].
Degeneracy can be addressed in different ways. The most
common is to perform a resampling step which repopulates
the particles by eliminating the most negligible ones and
duplicating the most important ones. In the SIR PF, resampling






decreases below a threshold N∗ (which is usually set to N/2).
Different (biased or unbiased) resampling schemes exist [17]
[20]–[22] but they mostly follow a three-step approach. The
first step is to process the normalised weights w̃t to generate
ncopies ∈ ZN such that ncopiesi indicates how many copies
of the i-th particle must be created. Therefore, it is easy to infer
that ∑N−1
i=0
ncopiesi = N (5)
The second step is redistribution which all resampling al-
gorithms have in common and is in charge of duplicating
each particle the right number of times. A textbook sequential
redistribute (S-R) can be found in Algorithm 2 which takes
O(N) steps as (5) holds. After redistributing, all weights are
reset to 1/N . Previous referenced work has used Minimum
Variance Resampling (MVR) to perform the first step [12]
[14] [16]. Since our focus is mostly on redistribution, MVR
will be the only variant we consider. MVR first computes
cdf ∈ RN+1, the Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of
the weights, then it draws a random sample u ∼ [0, 1) from
a uniform distribution and then computes each ncopiesi as
follows:
ncopiesi = dcdf i+1 − ue − dcdf i − ue (6)
where the bracket operator represents the ceiling function (e.g.









B. Parallel Particle Filters
Weight reset, (1), (2) and (6) are element-wise operations
and hence trivially parallelizable. On OpenMP they can be
parallelized by #pragma omp parallel for directives.
The sum is computed in (3), (4) and (7). Reduction is
the classic way to parallelize Sum and takes O(NT + log2T )
operations. On OpenMP, reduction can be used by adding a
reduction clause applied to the variable to reduce.
The CDF of the weights requires Cumulative Sum which is
also commonly known as Prefix Sum or Scan. Cumulative Sum
is parallelizable and achieves O(NT + log2T ) time complexity.
A recent implementation of parallel Cumulative Sum on GPU
can be found in [23].
S-R has a low constant time (it only consists of N memory
writes) but is impossible to parallelize in an element-wise fash-
ion. Each ncopiesi could randomly be equal to any integer
between 0 and N and hence, the workload could be highly
unbalanced. An alternative advanced parallel redistribution for
SMAs on CPU and GPU can be found in [4] [16]. The idea is
to make use of csum ∈ ZN , the Cumulative Sum of ncopies,
to search for the particles to duplicate. Each i-th particle to
copy can indeed be found by using Binary Search over csum
to search for the first index j such that csumj ≥ i. While it
is not explicit in [4] [16], to infer csum it is unnecessary to
perform again parallel Cumulative Sum, as one could recycle




ncopiesi = dcdf i+1 − ue − dcdf0 − ue (8)
Algorithm 3 briefly summarizes these steps. The time com-
plexity is O(NT log2N) as each core needs to perform up to N
Binary Searches. When N is large, due to accuracy constraints,
the workload on each core is significant. As we will see in
Section V, Algorithm 3 hardly shows any speed-up vs S-R. In
the next section, we develop a novel parallel redistribution that
only requires one Binary Search per thread and takes advantage
of the fast constant time of S-R.
Algorithm 3 Reference Parallel Redistribute
Input: N , ncopies, x, cdf , u, T
Output: xnew
1: #pragma omp parallel for num_threads(T)
2: for i← 0; i < N ; i← i+ 1 do
3: j ←Binary Search(cdf ,ncopies, u, i), search
for the first j s.t. csumj ≥ i, see (8)
4: xinew ← xj
5: end for
IV. NOVEL PARALLEL REDISTRIBUTE
S-R cannot be parallelized directly as the workload could be
unevenly distributed. Therefore, the approach we propose is to
first balance the workload across the T cores, such that S-R
could be then invoked with a fast and scalable time complexity
equal to O(N/T ). To do that, one needs to fully exploit the
information which is stored in csum and ncopies.
Each thread (uniquely identified by an integer 0 ≤ id ≤ T−
1) has to generate N/T particle copies, given the instructions
provided by ncopies. However, since ncopies complies by
definition with (5), it is always possible to identify T indexes,
called pivots, between which the workload across the cores
is equally divided. To also have a balanced data partitioning,
each thread will have to place its N/T copies starting from
index i = id× NT in the output array. Therefore, each thread’s











Each thread independently Binary Search for the first p s.t.
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Fig. 1: Novel redistribute - Example for N = 16 and T = 4.
The threads can simultaneously find their pivot by calling
Binary Search once. Since multiple threads may happen to
share the same pivot, each thread must figure out how many
copies of the particle xp it has to create. This can be computed
in constant time as the min value between csump − id × NT
and NT . That is because if two or more threads share the same
pivot, only the thread with the highest id must create less than
N
T copies of x
p. After that, the workload is balanced and the
threads can independently produce their N/T particle copies
by calling S-R. Since Binary Search and S-R are performed
once, we can infer that the time complexity is O(NT + log2N).
Figure 1 illustrates a practical example for N = 16 and
T = 4 and Algorithm 4 provides an OpenMP-like description
of our novel parallel redistribute. For completeness, we denote
that an OpenMP 4.5 algorithm can target GPU by adding
target teams distribute map clauses to the existing
#pragma omp parallel for directives. Further details,
e.g. optimizations of the Random Number Generators used in
(1) or the use of SIMD in all algorithms of this paper whenever
possible are omitted for brevity due to page limit constraints.
Algorithm 4 Novel Parallel Redistribute
Input: N , ncopies, x, cdf , u, T
Output: xnew
1: if T == 1 then
2: xnew ← S-R(N,ncopies,x, 0), see Algorithm 2
3: else
4: #pragma omp parallel num_threads(T ){
5: id←omp_get_thread_num(), base←id× NT
6: p← Binary Search(cdf ,ncopies, u, base),
search for the first p s.t. csump ≥ base, see (8)
7: n← min(csump − base, NT ), see (8) for csump
8: xbasenew ,x
base+1
new , . . . ,x
base+n−1
new ← xpnew




In this section, we first compare single iterations of Al-
gorithms 3 and 4 and then two PFs working on the same
model, both running TPF = 10 iterations but differing for the
constituent parallel redistribute. The two PFs are compared in
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Redistribute - run-times vs T for N= 224
Alg. 3
Alg. 4
(a) Redistribute - best run-times vs T
























Redistribute - run-times vs N on CPU and GPU
Alg. 3  T= 1
Alg. 4 T= 1
Alg. 3 T= 32
Alg. 4 T= 32
Alg. 3 GPU
Alg. 4 GPU
(b) Redistribute - best run-times vs N























PF - run-times vs N for TPF = 10 iterations on CPU and GPU
PF w/ Alg. 3  T= 1
PF w/ Alg. 4 T= 1
PF w/ Alg. 3 T= 32
PF w/ Alg. 4 T= 32
PF w/ Alg. 3 GPU
PF w/ Alg. 4 GPU
(c) PF - best run-times vs N
Fig. 2: Numerical results
the worst-case scenario which occurs when IS is relatively fast
and resampling is invoked at every iteration for both PFs. We
note that in other applications, where IS (which scales more
quickly than redistribute) is slower than here, redistribution
will always become the bottleneck for some bigger T .
All results are medians of 20 runs for up to N = 224 akin to
[4] and different T . The CPU we use is a 2 Xeon Gold 6138
which provides up to T = 32 cores and for the GPU results
we employ an NVIDIA Tesla V100 which has 5120 cores.
To generate the worst-case scenario, we choose the classic
benchmark stochastic volatility model which estimates the evo-
lution of the pound-to-dollar exchange rate between October
1, 1981 and June 28, 1985 [2]. The dynamic model follows:
Xt = φXt−1 + σVt (9a)
Yt = β exp(Xt/2)Wt (9b)
where the coefficients φ = 0.9731, σ = 0.1726, β = 0.6338
and the noise terms are Vt ∼ N (0, 1) and Wt ∼ N (0, 1). The
initial state is sampled as X0 ∼ N (0, σ
2
1−φ2 ). The particles are





since the dynamics is used as the proposal.
The two parallel redistribution steps have been tested on the
same inputs generated from a PF working on the model in (9a)
and (9b). Figure 2a shows their scalability for N = 224 and
increasing degree of parallelism, while Figure 2b shows the
most significant run-times on CPU and GPU for increasing
N . In Figure 2a, we can observe that Algorithm 3 for T < 32
provides little to no speed-up vs Algorithm 4 on a single core
(i.e. S-R). However, Algorithm 4 achieves substantial speed-up
for any T > 1. In Figure 2b, we can see that using a GPU in
place of a CPU gets more effective as N increases, since the
host-to-device transfer time is dominant over the computation
for small N . Overall, both Figures 2a and 2b highlight that
Algorithm 4 is up to six times faster than Algorithm 3 on CPU
and GPU. Algorithm 4 on GPU also gives about a three-fold
speed-up vs its CPU best run-time.
Figure 2c shows the results for the PFs using either Algo-
rithm 3 or 4 and Figure 3 illustrates how much run-time is
taken up by each task for TPF = 10 iterations, for T = 32
cores and on GPU. We can see that, while Algorithm 3 still
accounts for 63% of the whole run-time, Algorithm 4 is no
longer the bottleneck. The overall performance of the PF
has improved by up to a factor of 2.1. We denote that the
theoretical maximum speed-up is 1/(1 − 0.63) = 2.7 for a
63% bottleneck. On GPU, we can observe again over a three-
fold speed-up vs the best run-time on CPU.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have designed a novel parallel algorithm for
redistribute, the bottleneck of PFs, on OpenMP 4.5. The base-
line for comparisons is an advanced current implementation
which achieves O(NT log2N) time complexity. Our approach
has O(NT +log2N) time complexity and is up to six times faster
on a 32-core CPU and on a modern NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.
On an exemplary PF, for which the reference redistribution
takes up to 63% of the total run-time, our redistribution, which
is no longer the bottleneck, speeds up the overall performance
by more than a factor of two. On GPU, the performance is
over three times as fast as its equivalent on a 32-core CPU.
Future work should focus on applying the achieved im-
provements to enhance the performance of existing MPI or
MPI+OpenMP implementations of PFs to fully exploit the
computational power of modern supercomputers. Future work
should also investigate implementation on other hardware (e.g.











































Fig. 3: Workload distribution for N = 224 on CPU and GPU.
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